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 Dear CBHS Families and Friends:  
 
“We are a great school that aims to be still greater.”  
 
That’s from the prelude of a document created last year by the Future Task Force to chart 
the CBHS course in our second decade. The introduction continues, “The goal is for an im-
provement cycle that is steady, gradual and sustainable. .. [W]e will work to find the 
healthy balance between the organizational stability we need to deepen practice and rela-
tionships and the innovations we need to energize and grow. We will remain on the cutting 
edge of school reform, incorporating new best practices and deliberately nudging ourselves 
towards new thinking.  Simultaneously, we will recognize that it is OK to say no, even to 
good ideas…. And when considering new initiatives, we will be picky, choosing and not 
merely adding.” 
 
Last spring, the faculty Leadership Team approved a proposal by then senior Josie Pierce to 
make the Future Task Force a permanent structure at CBHS, dedicated to looking just be-
yond the horizon, to holding us accountable for narrowing the gap between our ambitious, 
vital vision and our daily practice.  
 
This year’s Future Task Force consists of 4 students, 2 teachers, 2 parents and myself. We 
were given 2 primary charges: 1) to draft an idea for what seems liked a missing piece, a 
feasible sophomore “transformative” experience, akin to the Quests and Junior Journey (for 
spring 2018 and thereafter). 2) to re-vision Junior Journey so that it’s equally impactful but 
more sustainable (spring 2018 and beyond).  
 
The Future Task Force reviewed previous task force work and feedback from 55 students 
and 10 staff then drafted a plan during an all day summit in November. On December 14th, 
the full faculty were joined by some students and parents in learning about the draft plans 
and providing feedback. Although much remains to be determined, support for the draft 
plans was enthusiastic. Here are some highlights of the proposals, as currently devised.  
 
1) The Sophomore Solo:  a 48 hour experience (1 night, 2 days) at a nearby, beautiful place 
(eg: Wolfe’s Neck Farm) in the spring of sophomore year that is meant to be a prelude to 
the Sophomore Passage. The core of the experience would be an extended “solo” for each 
sophomore.  It might also work better as a series of 60 to 90 minutes solos. Preceding and 
following the solo(s), students would be with their crew for team-building, de-briefing and, 
possibly, service activities. 
 
Students on solo would be monitored by their crew advisors and might receive periodic 
(surprise) prompts for activities or writings; some could directly relate to Sophomore Pas-

sage.  Before the solo, over the course of the year, students would develop and practice the 
skills necessary to make the most of the solo.   
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The purpose of the Sophomore Solo would be  
• To provide a new, meaningful (potentially transformative) experience for sophomores. 
• To provide an opportunity for deep individual reflection and self-discovery prior to Sophomore passage.  
• To add more elements of adventure, challenge and crew-bonding to sophomore year.  
• To bridge from the Freshmen Quest to Sophomore Passage and Junior Journey 

 
 

2) The Re-Visioned Junior Journey (2018 and after) 
What’s the same?  
• The mission of the Junior Journey: to involve CBHS juniors in a one-week, cross-cultural learning experience that 

will expand students’ sense of both their world and who they are through service, documentary study and adventure 
learning.  

• A transformative experience in which the entire class participates.  
• Students will be challenged to deeply listen to and empathize with someone outside of their experience. It’s a 

journey to understand others. 
• Students will create excellent work that honors their subjects, the school and themselves.   

 
What we are aiming to avoid:  
• Too much time on a bus.  
• Too much time spent on fundraising.  
• Too much time spent on logistics and preparation. 
• A key facet of our school becoming unsustainable. 
 
The Proposal 
We find one community at least 2 hours away (but no more than 5) that becomes our Partner Community which we 
return to each year for new and deeper stories. Perhaps, there’s a different theme/lens each visit. Or perhaps we identify 
two disparate Partner Communities (each 2 to 5 hours away) that we journey to every other year. 

 
What could this mean? It could mean partnering with rising cities such as Providence, Rhode Island or Hartford, CT. 
And/or maybe we partner with a community symbolic of the “other” Maine, such as Millinocket and try, over time, to 
make two Maines one. We can explore issues of mutual interest from the proposed National Monument to combatting 
the opioid epidemic.  
 
We are excited by the possibility of going deeper, of passing on the work class to class and building a legacy of impact 
in a community. There’s more opportunity to genuinely respond to a Partner Community’s needs, more opportunity to 
truly embed with locals and experience a distinct culture. In terms of logistics and costs, the re-visioned Junior Journey 
would be more sustainable, and because of the possibility of an enduring partnership, the project might become even 
more appealing to outside funders.  
 
Finally, it’s worth noting that, as proposed next fall, each grade level will have its own “transformative experience,” and 
that the progression is coherent and compelling.  

9th Grade Quest: Building Community 
Sophomore Solo: Journey to Self 
Junior Journey: Journey to Understanding Others 
Senior Quest: Preparing for Independence and Leading Community 

 
At Casco Bay, we push students to draft, seek feedback and revise. And then do it all again – because that is the cycle 
that is necessary to achieve personal bests and excellent work. As a school, we try to practice what we preach. Over the 
next few weeks, we will be incorporating themes from the December round of feedback into an updated draft. We also 
welcome your feedback and ideas; please send them to piercd@portlandschools.org.  Although much work remains to be 
done, we are grateful to the Future Task Force for making much clearer the path from great to greater with our 
transformative experiences. 
 
Sincerely, 
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To the Lisa, Michael and the cast and crew of High School Musical for an epic production. (And to Portland High School 
for sharing their wonderful theater.) 
To the Parent Advisory Group for providing a scrumptious faculty lunch before the holidays.  
To Coach Natarajan and our mathletes for our highest score ever at a math meet during the December league meet at 
CBHS.  
To CBHS parents Jessica Perkins and Annette Kraus for writing a grant that landed us $2000 for Junior Journey 2017 
from Berlin City.  
To Owen Mason for qualifying for the Junior Olympics in Fencing. To Machar Nguany for landing a feature on WGME 
for his stellar contributions to Deering hoops.  
To Kathy Cole for writing a grant that won us $5000 from the Davies Foundation for Quests 2017.  
To the record number of alumni who joined our Winter Solstice Assembly or who served as teaching fellows during 
Winter Intensives.  
To the following students who have been recently named HOW (Habits of Work) Students of the Week: Fatuma Hassan, 
Doki Yanga, Ray Intwari, Samira Ahmed, Chelsea Mauridi, Olivia Mitchell, Jake Ham, Ava Fard, Francesca Houran, 
Georgia Denison, Gabe Gomez, Grace Govan, Kassim Hassan and Devon Case;   
To the following students who have been recently honored by peers for embodying one of our Pathways to Success: 
Amanda Thompson, Kristen Gilhooly, Thea Kastelic, Julia Hansen and Maeve LeClair. 
 

2016 Maine State High School Assessment Results 
 
The Class of 2017 took the new SAT’s as part of the revised state assessment last spring. The science portion was a 
separate test and similar to previous years. Once again, CBHS students significantly out-performed state and district 
averages, on every test. The long-term trend is below. Congrats to the Class of 2017!    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
9 Year Trend on the State Test: 2008-2016 
Percent of Students who Met or Exceeded the Standard 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Family Crew Night – January 19th 
Our bi-annual (and 11th Winter) Family Crew Night will be Thursday, January 19th from 6:30-8:00pm.  The entire 
community is encouraged to come and eat dessert as well as celebrate the accomplishments of the first half of the year. 
Student work and talents will be on display throughout the night.  The event will be preceded by a college information 
night for students in grades 9-11 at 5:30pm. Students: Please bring a favorite dessert from your family's traditions or 
heritage for the dessert potluck. Dessert potluck starts at 6:30. The formal program will start at 6:45.  
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  % Who 
Meet or Ex-
ceed in Lit-
eracy 

Average 
SAT Score 
In Literacy 
(out of 800) 

% Who 
Meet or Ex-
ceed in 
Math 

Average 
SAT Score 
In Math (out 
of 800) 

Average 
Score on 
Timed Es-
say (out of 
24) 

% Who 
Meet or Ex-
ceed in Sci-
ence 

Average 
Scaled 
Score In 
Science 

CBHS 75% 555 47% 509 16 64% 1145 

District Avg 59% 504 38% 487 14 54% 1138 

State Avg 59% 504 35% 489 12 61% 1140 

National NA 498 NA 486 12 NA NA 

  Vs. District Avg., 
CBHS is... 

Vs. State Avg., 
CBHS is... 

Reading 14% higher 12% higher 

Writing 14% higher 14% higher 

Math 7% higher Equal 

Science 14% higher 7% higher 
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Chemistry of Candy 
by Tamara Duvnjak 
 
The week had a sweet start. At roughly 9:00am on Monday morning, the entire Chemistry of Candy intensive took a trip 
to Haven’s Candy showing us a preview of exactly what it takes to make phenomenal candy. The trip was followed by 
several intriguing videos about the chemistry of candy. The next day we put our candy making skills to the test and con-
ducted gummy worm experiments. We tested the impact various recipes would have on the elasticity of our gummy 
worms. Later, we made our own homemade marshmallows. Over the next few days we made butterscotch candies and 
experimented with the various stages of sugar. By Friday, each member of the intensive was either planning or making 
their own dessert in preparation for the culmination. To culminate, students created their own confection and presented it 
to a group of PATHS Culinary students who graded the presentation, taste, and sophistication of the treats. To conclude, 
the Chemistry of Candy Intensive was incredibly fun and intri-
guing. 
 

Course Sign-Ups – January in Crew 
Grades Close for Winter Progress Reports: January 
13th (mailed  1/20) 
Second Semester Classes Begin (USM, SMCC, Com-
mon Block) – 11/17-1/23 
Intervention Week:  Week of January 23rd 
Make It Happen Talent Show: January 25th 
Winter Clothes Sale (a Junior Journey fundraiser): 
January 28th (8am-3pm) 
8th Grade Visit Week: January 30th – Feb 3rd 
  
11:30 Dismissal for Staff Development – February 8th 
Junior Public Policy Presentations – February 10th and 
13th 
Junior Career Exploration – Feb 10th-16th 
Grade Close for Warning Reports: 2/10 (shared 2/15-
2/16 during conferences)   

Spirit Week Dance: February 10th 
Spirit Week: Week of February 13th 
Winter Conferences – February 15th (4 to 8pm) and 16th 
(2:30-5:30) 
8th Grade Lottery Forms due – Feb 15th 
Winter Carnival: February 17th 
February Vacation: 20-24th 
February 27th-Sophomore Are Towards Justice Kick-off. 
Senior Expedition Culminations – March  
11:30am Dismissal for Staff Development  – March 8th 
End of Winter Trimester – March 10th (Report cards 
mailed week of 20th)  
8th Grade Commitment Forms due – March 10th 
One Act Play Festival - March 11th  
Mud Season Moth – TBD 

Chemistry of Candy 
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Winter Sports Intensive 
by Ethan Haapala and Sophia Nolan  
 
During the week, the Winter Sports Intensive focused on engaging in different wintertime activities. On Tuesday, we 
went to Wolfe’s Neck Woods and snowshoed along the coastline. We hiked a total of 3 miles, and were very tired after-
wards. We also split up into teams to participate in a Winter Olympics, consisting of building epic Snowmen, competing 
in a relay race, and creating an obstacle course. The winner remains unknown. On Wednesday, we skated on Falmouth 
Family Ice and fell many times. Lots of us made progress, and developed our abilities, culminating in a magical perfor-
mance, similar to those of Olympians. We went sledding on Thursday, traveling to Pineland Farms, then to Val Halla 
hill, and finally to Riverside in pursuit of being expert sledders. Needless to say we fell many times, again. However, 
this did not stop our excitement for Friday where we journeyed to Mount Abrams to learn how to ski and snowboard. 
After conquering the magic carpet, brave souls ventured up the chairlift to test their skills on the bigger hill.  Some em-
ployed classic skiing techniques, while others followed their own compass, all were inspired by the 80s skiing movie we 
watched the afternoon before, called A Blizzard of AHHHHH. On Monday, we became expert winter survivalists after 
reading an article on essential winter survival skills.  We then applied our vast knowledge to the building of fully func-
tioning outdoor shelters. Overall, we gained experience in the outdoors and had the wonderful opportunity to play out-
side. 
 
The “Learn to Swim” Intensive 
by Sophia Terhune and Tiana Urey 
 
Dipping our toes into pools across Portland, we’ve had an excellent week in the Swimming Intensive! On our first day, 
we did introductions and got to know each other. We got swimsuits, goggles and caps from “Goggles to Guppies,” a 
nonprofit dedicated to preventing childhood drowning. CBHS alumnus Grant Gerber lead daily workouts to prime 
swimmers for the pool. We watched Pride, an inspiring film about swimmers overcoming racial bias. On the second day, 
we got into the pool! We began by dipping our toes in the water and blowing bubbles, and built up to floating and glid-
ing. We all became more confident in the water. 
 
Once back at school, students began the community service portion of the intensive, reviewing children’s books to get 
inspired to make our own. Day three began bright and early at Riverton Pool, a more daunting challenge for the CBHS 
swimmers: 25 meters in length and 13 feet deep, with seemingly treacherous waters. After a brief review of what we 
learned the previous day, we pushed our way into the deep end. Many conquered deeper fears. We returned to school, 
and Nurse Bell delivered a life-saving lesson on CPR. We also dove into making our own children’s books, starring 
characters like Semo the Dolphin and Joe the Dinosaur. On our fourth day, we began at CBHS and continued with our 
bookmaking. With whimsical designs and valuable lessons on getting more comfortable in water, we prepared to share 
our stories with children. At the pool, we began to learn strokes, bringing our swimming knowledge to a whole new 
level. On Monday, we read our stories to first graders at Riverton Elementary school, and took a swim assessment to 
track on our individual growth. As we concluded our life-changing week, we reflected on the mental and physical ob-
stacles we overcame along the way!  

Swimming Intensive photo. 



Filmmaking Intensive 
by Madison Ellingsworth 
 
Another successful filmmaking intensive has come and gone, producing the soon-to-be-adored movies of 2017. The first 
intensive day was dedicated to learning the skills needed to become a director, a production designer, a camera-operator, 
an editor, or a writer. We were given the opportunity to work with experts in the film industry- Christine Marshal, Mor-
gan Nichols, and Alex Balzano- who provided us with the information needed to begin shooting. On day two, we were 
allowed to leave the campus, and frequently checked in with the teachers leading our intensive: Mr. Nichols, Mr. Hale, 
and Mr. Pierce. By the third day, we tried to have all our finished shots, but were provided with ½ of the day to complete 
this task. The other ½ was dedicated to chopping up a rough draft, then viewing other’s while providing them with am-
ple feedback- both praise and constructive criticism. While teachers and students were the ones who gave the majority of 
the critiques, we also spoke to some Casco alumni: Soren Nielsen and Izzy Szkatowski. The following day was spent 
creating a final draft and using the reactions our peers had to form a final draft- which we then edited and viewed on the 
final day before showcasing our trailers during the Intensive Showcasing. The films will be shown in their entirety at the 
annual CBHS Student Film Festival on January 18th (from 7 to 8:30pm), where the movies displayed will range from a 
comedy ghost video to an aesthetically-pleasing video about a struggling artist. 
 

Food  For Life 
by Alex Greene 
 
Food For Life began as an intensive of strangers, everyone desperately clinging to their few friends. By the end of the 
week, it was a group that communicated and worked as a whole and enjoyed the company of one another. This week 
focused on the preservation of food and the growth of both good and bad bacteria, two of the most crucial pieces of culi-
nary arts to the human race. What started as a group of weary teens entering new territory has now become a team of 
determined students anxious to share all they've learned.  
 
Exploring Fitness 
by Oriana Waldren 
 
Students in the fitness intensive spent the week exercising, and learning about new ways to work out. They started each 
day with meditative yoga, then went into the day's activities. Each day brought new, exciting things to offer. They went 
ice skating at the North Pole with penguins, and another day they did karate with monks in Japan. One day, they climbed 
Mt. Everest. It was cold and windy, but they made it to the top. All was well, because at the end of each day, there was 
more yoga. Namaste. Or something like that. 

 
Snowshoeing Intensive 
by Emma Schwartz 
 
Sixteen seniors, two alumni guides, Mr. Shibles, and Ms. Giese arrived at Moosehead Lake in Greenville, Maine, mid-
afternoon on Tuesday to begin our adventure in the snow. After unpacking and getting familiar with our cozy cabins, we 
set off for a night time snowshoe. We capped off our first day with a haiku poetry completion inspired by our snowshoe 
and the natural world. The next day we got an early start and began the longest snowshoe in Snowshoe Intensive history. 
We plowed through fresh snow and tried to identify some of the animal tracks we saw. That evening we continued to 
enjoy cabin activities sans electronics: cards, storytelling, cooking, and — of course — another poetry competition, this 
time four lines of iambic tetrameter. On Thursday we drove to Big Squaw where we hiked up (and slid down) the ski 
mountain. The view at the top of Moosehead Lake and the surrounding mountains was glorious. After our trek we 
stopped at a few local stores. That night, we went on our last snowshoe around the lake before we left the next morning. 
We found a challenging, fun, and refreshing break from our fast-paced lives in the peaceful calm of Maine winter at 
Moosehead Lake.  
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One Day 
by Abigail Dunnigan 

 
Waiting, wondering what happened, 

Why mountains buildings, cities, and canals are what they are, 
Why the ocean is blue and so is the sky, 

Why bricks are red and so is the blood from which we have and cherish, 
Why we can’t find a cure, or the keys to the car we use everyday to go to work, 

To work on building a new way of life, or a new structure to hold many lives in its sturdy palms, 
To save a species, or save the lives of many whose time runs out, 

To catch criminals, or a basketball, 
Make another painting, or another touchdown, 

To speak your mind in front of crowds, or sing your words in front of an audience. 
 

But you may not sing the right words, or catch the ball, or find what you and others have tried to look for for many 
years, 

But there is still a light, 
A light of hope, truth, past, and future, 

Glowing, sparkling, and waiting, 
For one of us to look, and find, 

One Day. 
 
Conspiracy Theories Intensive 
by Grace Victor 
 
In the Conspiracy Theories intensive, we started out the week by looking at the philosophy behind conspiracy theories, 
and studying questions, such as why people choose to believe in these theories. We had a philosophy professor from 
USM come to our class to further explore these questions. The following day, we took a trip to the new cryptozoology 
museum to study cryptids. There, we discussed the differences between convincing and unconvincing evidence, further 
studying how to analyze conspiracies deeply given conflicting evidence. Throughout the week, we delved deeper into a 
variety of conspiracy theories, including  Tupac’s death, the Roswell incident, and 9/11 theories. For our final project, 
we chose to make either a slideshow or video in small groups about one conspiracy theory we found particularly com-
pelling.  

 

 

Conspiracy Theories  



 
Songwriting Intensive 
by Thomas Shadis 
 
 
On the morning of January 2nd, nineteen CBHS students piled onto a long yellow school bus, destined for 317 
Main Street in Yarmouth. Our bodies, journals, winter coats, various literatures, Ukuleles, guitars, even MIDI 
keyboards filled the grey pleather seats for the forty-five minute drive to our intensive. Freshmen, sophomores, 
juniors, and seniors had converged with a basis of intrigue and passion for songwriting. Our destination was a 
non-profit organization conducted by a handful of accomplished musicians and songwriters working to inspire, 
educate, and encourage people from ages three to ninety.  
 
Within the walls of 317 Main Street in Yarmouth, these students were assigned studios, in which we were to 
compose at least one finished song by the end of the week. When we weren't directly working towards our final 
product, we were participating in workshops intended to provide us with an understanding of the different com-
ponents of songs or critiquing and supporting each other's work. On January 9th, these students had all left 
school having been immersed into the world of musical composition, and having written original songs and 
performed these songs in front of at least one audience.  
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Pottery 
by Helen Cunningham 
 
In the pottery intensive, sixteen of the least artistically inclined students in the senior class tried their hands at 
all things pottery. Fueled by grilled muffins and coffee from the Portland Pottery Café, we created everything 
from bowls to bottles both on and off the wheel. We also briefly studied the history and cultural significance of 
pottery and talked to current artists about making a living in ceramics today. Despite our initial hopelessness in 
regards to centering and coning-up, by the end of the week we had each created something worth keeping in a 
cabinet.  

Pottery 
 
 
 
 
 

A date to remember! 



Documentary Skills Intensive 
by Siri Pierce 

Documentary Artist Statement 

In a city where there is no shortage of coffee shops and a highly competitive coffee brewing market, Tandem 
Coffee has found it’s niche by embracing Portland’s weirdness. My documentary filming group had the oppor-
tunity to see this hipster hot spot first hand. We discovered that Tandem Coffee highlights Portland’s quirky 
character while at the same time brewing strong, freshly-ground coffee. Using still image, moving image, and 
sound, my documentary will attempt to capture the lengthy process Tandem Coffee must go through to turn the 
beans into brew, as well as encapsulate the uniqueness of Tandem Coffee that keeps customer coming back. 
 
In making my short documentary, I had to consider several elements of design, in order to make it visually ap-
pealing and accurately represent the atmosphere of Tandem Coffee. There were three shots in particular where 
several elements of design were evident. One of these shots was of the coffee roaster spinning. I think what 
makes this shot so effective is the composition and color. The eye moves in a triangular pattern, from the top 
left of the machine, to the bottom, and finally focusing on the beans spinning in the center. This composition 
allows the viewer to get a sense of the machine’s enormity and power and the process of coffee bean roasting. 
The metallic glow of the machine also assists in conveying the vastness of the coffee roaster. Another strong 
moving image that I chose to feature in my documentary, is the interview we had with the owner. In this shot 
the rule of thirds is used, he is located at the intersection of one of the vertical thirds. This way, the composition 
is much more engaging and interesting for the viewer. In addition, the owner himself captured the essence of 
Tandem Coffee. The beanie hat, mustache, and plaid shirt definitely showed Tandem’s eclectic nature. Lastly, I 
chose to feature an image of a latte with a beautiful milk design sitting on a wooden surface. There is also a 
hand caressing the table on the right side of the image. The bright, but not overpowering, lighting of this shot is 
essential in capturing the upbeat nature of the coffee shop. Also the perspective of the shot, taken from above, 
showcases the stunning design of the drink and the interesting texture of the wood beneath the mug. This shot 
is imperative to the story of my documentary, as it is the final stage of the bean to brew process. 
 
I hope that viewers can immerse themselves in the full Tandem Coffee experience, quirks and all, and better 
understand the work that goes into bringing each cup of coffee to the counter. Through this experience, I have 
grasped the beauty of storytelling through the documentary medium and learned how to identify and utilize the 
aspects of a documentary that make it strong. The most important thing I have learned through this intensive is 
that variety is critical in creating a documentary. Including a variety of sights and sounds will enable the viewer 
to get a good sense of the setting of the story. Documentary is such a powerful way of telling a story. It allows 
viewers to experience a reality that is different from their own. This means viewers can see places they have 
never been, meet people they have never met, and experience things they have never experienced. The greatest 
part about it is that it is real. All in all, documentary is simply a very zoomed in snapshot of the goings on, on 
this planet. 
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Buy a Celebrating Africa 2017 Calendar! 
- Ekhlas Ahmed 
In the last few months a lot has happened at the local and national levels that has mobilized students to take positive ac-
tions to break down barriers and improve their communities.  A calendar, titled “Celebrating Africa,” was developed by 
Portland Public Schools and features many CBHS students (and even a few alums!).  For the past decade, Maine’s immi-
grant population has increased with a large percentage coming from the continent of Africa bringing more diversity and 
culture to our state.  The continent of Africa is the second largest continent in the world and is full of beauty, from its 
history, tradition, culture, and many other elements. However this beauty is often over looked, and it is associated with 
negative stereotypes like war and violence. In this calendar we want to shine the spotlight on 12 out of the 54 independ-
ent states to highlight and celebrate the diversity, culture, and richness they bring to our community.   
 
We had two goals in mind when  doing this project. The first is to inform the public about the beauty and the diversity 
that exists in our state and also to raise $5000 for the chance  to advance a non- profit organization that is building 
schools in the African continent to help kids that parents cannot afford their education. 
 
The calendars are $15 we hope that different people, different schools, coffee shops and organizations that worked with 
refugees and immigrants can help us to make this dream possible. Get your calendar while supplies last! Bring in $15 to 
Ms. Ahmed. (Make any checks out to the fiscal agent for the project, Pihcintu Multicultural Chorus.) 
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by Brianna Holston 
 
The freshmen class has just ended their last expedition in December with a presentation at City Hall. Until 
March, when we start our expedition called, "Questions of Conscience," the freshman class will be busy with 
different things in each class. In humanities social studies, we are starting a new unit on religions of the world. 
In humanities English, we will be focusing on short stories, and will eventually write our own short story. 
Meanwhile, in art we will be working on mandalas (picture included) which will tie into our world religions 
unit in social studies. We will be joined in late January by a student teacher. In biology, we will be continuing 
our evolution unit, and will observe a whale skeleton. Finally, in geometry, we'll be studying translations and 
expanding our knowledge of similarity as we move into transformations 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

by Alex Greene 
 
Trimester one has set a high bar for expectations for the sophomore class, but trimester two didn't fall below 
those expectations in the slightest. We have officially completed Africa Rising! Congratulations to all of our 
seven winners and we trust that the money will be of good use to those who need it.  
 
On that note, welcome back! Hopefully everyone enjoyed their break, followed by a week of intensives, be-
cause breaks over guys! Sophomores are ending break with a bang, now entering their 'From Play To Work' 
expedition. Freshmen, we hope you enjoy this as much as we did last year. Juniors and seniors, words of en-
couragement would be tremendous, seeing as most of us are still coming down from Africa Rising. We can't 
wait to see what this expedition holds for us! 



 
CBHS HONOR ROLL 

GRADE 9, Fall Trimester 
 
 

HIGH HONORS 
Elsa DiGiovanni, Abigail Dunnigan, Ella Ferguson, Gabriel Gomez, Siri Pierce 
 
HONOR ROLL 
Satchel Butterfield, Lily Carrigan, Oliver Compton, William Cunningham, Uther Dadaleares, Lucia Daranyi, 
Arun Devon, Lorien Fish, Luca Germon, Zack Hager, Simon Hale, Brianna Holston, Elijah Kahn, Khang Le, Khiana Le, 
Isabella Levine, Heros Lunjwire, Chelsea Mauridi, Halim Moldaver, Kyle Nelson, Alexander Pariseau, Samira Sharif, 
Johan Sifa-Ramazani, Coburn Sniper, Isaac Tabb, James Taylor, Fiona Twombly-Hussey, Sophie Urey, Savanah Wales,  
Adam Wendell-Pearson, Elias Zelonish 
 
HOW (Habits of Work) HONOR ROLL 
Lokiron Anda, Carlin Bliss, Satchel Butterfield, Lily Carrigan, Alexandro Collings-Rico, Oliver Compton, 
Rebecca Coughlin, William Cunningham, Lucia Daranyi, Arun Devon, Elsa DiGiovanni, Abigail Dunnigan, 
Julie Eglinton, Ava Fard, Ella Ferguson, Lorien Fish, Luca Germon, Gabriel Gomez, Zack Hager, Simon Hale, 
Matthew Hand, Fatuma Hassan, Brianna Holston, Elijah Kahn, Khang Le, Khiana Le, Isabella Levine, Heros Lunjwire, 
Natasha Malia, Chelsea Mauridi, Fatuma Mohamed, Halim Moldaver, Zanayah Moore-Simms, Atak Natali, Kyle Nel-
son, Kelly Nibayubahe, Alexander Pariseau, Margaret Paterniti, Siri Pierce, Joshua Shunk, Johan Sifa-Ramazani, Co-
burn Sniper, Alexis Sprague, Isaac Tabb, James Taylor, Fiona Twombly-Hussey, Sophie Urey, Savanah Wales, Adam 
Wendell-Pearson, Elias Zelonish 
 

 
CBHS HONOR ROLL 

GRADE 10, Fall Trimester  
 

 
HIGH HONORS 
Grace Cowie, Mason Davis, Anne Dodson, Sasha Drice, Gabrielle Dumas, Eve Fischer, Evelyn Ford, Noah Gill, Fran-
cesca Houran, Phoebe Kolbert, Yifu Liu, Raizel McNally, Sophia Nolan, Lucy Oster, Grace Rynkowski, Ava Spach, 
Liam Swift, Anna Tierney-Fife, Elinor Tierney-Fife, Douglas Wagner 
 
HONOR ROLL 
Mouna Abdelkader, Aliocha Bobe, Gwenllian Carhart, Ava Clifford, Grace Deng, Frances Eder, Ethan Haapala, 
Eli Haskell, Imtithal Hassan, Francis Healy, Emma Hersey-Powers, Joana Izabayo, Phoebe King, Mandy Mastropasqua, 
Olivia Mitchell, Vincent Mohan, Adamo Nitunga, Samuel Nkurunziza, Oumalkaire Omar, Anna Power-Rokowski, Jus-
tin Reid, Charles Rooks, Anthony Troiano, Thomas Victor, Oriana Waldren, Doki Yanga, Pita Yanga 
 
HOW (Habits of Work) HONOR ROLL  
Mouna Abdelkader, Kazi Ali, Justin Anderson, Gwenllian Carhart, Ava Clifford, Grace Cowie, Mason Davis, 
Grace Deng, Chloe Dennis, Anne Dodson, Sascha Drice, Gabrielle  Dumas, Frances Eder, Eve Fischer, 
Evelyn Ford, Noah Gill, Ethan Haapala, Imtithal Hassan, Emma Hersey-Powers, Francesca Houran, Joana Izabayo, 
Phoebe King, Phoebe Kolbert, Yifu Liu, Owen Mason, Raizel McNally, Wesley Miller, Adamo Nitunga, Samuel Nku-
runziza, Sophia Nolan, Lucy Oster, Grace Rynkowski, Quentin Smith, Ava Spach, Anna Tierney-Fife, Elinor Tierney-
Fife, Anthony Troiano, Tiana Urey, Thomas Victor, Douglas Wagner, Oriana Waldren, Doki Yanga, Pita Yanga 
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CBHS HONOR ROLL 

GRADE 11, Fall Trimester  
 
 

HIGH HONORS  
Maria Gagnon, Althea Kastelic, Alice Kenny, Zach Le, Jacob Libby, Jonah Peterson, Selena Sillari, Elizabeth Thomp-
son, Martha Thompson, Nasteho Youssouf 
 
HONOR ROLL  
Morgan Aponte-Clarke, Daniel Baker, Samuel Clifford, Charlie Compton, Jacob Dunnigan, Tamara Duvnjak, 
Madison Ellingsworth, Jair Granados, Julia Hansen, Elinor Hilton, Leticia Iteka, Maeve Leclair, Melissa Liang, 
Zexuan Liang, Carlee Michaud, Zoleka Mngqibisa, Rocio Perez, Olivia Reale-Hatem, Bethany Rozzi, Evan Thaxter, 
Rosalie Turner, Jenna Whitten 
 
HOW (Habits of Work) HONOR ROLL  
Morgan Aponte-Clarke, Daniel Baker, John Carpenter, Caroline Corbeau, Georgia Denison, Jacob Dunnigan, 
Tamara Duvnjak, Madison Ellingsworth, Maria Gagnon, Julia Hansen, Elinor Hilton, Ray Intwari, Leticia Iteka, 
Althea Kastelic, Alice Kenny, Zach Le, Maeve Leclair, Melissa Liang, Zexuan Liang, Jacob Libby, Mazie Linsmith, 
Carlee Michaud, Zoleka Mngqibisa, Steff Niwemutoni, Rocio Perez, Jonah Peterson, Egypt  Pooler, Olivia Reale-
Hatem, Bethany Rozzi, Selena Sillari, Evan Thaxter, Elizabeth Thompson, Martha Thompson, 
Rosalie Turner, Jenna Whitten, Nasteho Youssouf 

 
 
 

CBHS HONOR ROLL 
GRADE 12, Fall Trimester  

 
 
HIGH HONORS 
Frances Bliss, Fan-Tai Bridges, Grace Callahan, Skyler Cummings, Connor Doane, Kobi Eng, Shalynn Fielder, Esme 
Howland, Sophia Leavitt, Liva Pierce, Jane Rooks, Rosemary Santoro, Emma Schwartz, Jasper Sommer, Matthew 
Suslovic, Lucy Tabb, Grace Victor 
 
HONOR ROLL 
Hafsa Abdi, Samira Ahmed, Zakariya Ahmed, Kiera Badger, Saule Bukauskas, Aidan Carter, Meghana Clere, 
Zoe Coffin, Helen Cunningham, Marcos Edgar, Anna Hall, Vene Hashimoto, Arthur Johnson, Matice Maino, 
John McGeoghegan, Rebecca Mukeshimana, Luciana Santerre, Phoebe Scott, Luca Serio, Thomas Shadis, 
Thomas Sheils, Wyeth Spike, Jonah Woodbury 
 
HOW (Habits of Work) HONOR ROLL 
Hafsa Abdi, Hayia Al-Rifaie, Kiera Badger, Frances Bliss, Fan-Tai Bridges, Grace Callahan, Meghana Clere,  
Zoe Coffin, Skyler Cummings, Conor Doane, Marcos Edgar, Kevin Goodoak, Sigrid Harmon, Vene Hashimoto, Esme 
Howland, Arthur Johnson, Sophia Leavitt, Nathania McClellan, Rebecca Mukeshimana, Bride Ntwari, Liva Pierce, Jane 
Rooks, Rosemary Santoro, Emma Schwartz, Luca Serio, Matthew Suslovic, Lucy Tabb, Grace Victor 
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What You Need to Know About the New SAT's  
The SAT's have undergone their most significant overhaul in decades; the new test was rolled out last spring with the 

Class of 2017. The SAT's (plus a science test) have once again been designated as the state test; all of our juniors will be 

taking the test on Wednesday, April 15th. Although the best preparation for the SAT's will continue to be a rigorous and 
engaging high school curriculum, faculty will be leading juniors through a series of practice and strategy sessions this 
winter and spring. All students are encouraged to do further customized practice on their own; free and customized re-

sources are now available through a new partnership between the College Board and Khan Academy: https://
www.khanacademy.org/sat 
Below are excerpts from the College Board's website about how the SAT's have evolved. 
Key Content Changes  
The new SAT includes a Reading Test, Writing and Language Test, and a Math Test. The SAT has an optional essay 
component, which some colleges will require. SAT questions focus on skills that matter most for college readiness and 
success, according to the latest research.   
Words in Context 
Many questions on the new SAT focus on important, widely used words and phrases found in texts in many different 
subjects. Some questions ask you to figure out a word’s meaning based on context. The words are ones that you will 
probably encounter in college or in the workplace long after test day. 
No longer will students use flashcards to memorize obscure words, only to forget them the minute they put their test 
pencils down. The redesigned exams will engage students in close reading and honor the best work of the classroom. 
Command of Evidence 
The Evidence-Based Reading and Writing section and the SAT Essay ask you to interpret, synthesize, and use evidence 
found in a wide range of sources. These sources include informational graphics, such as tables, charts, and graphs, as 
well as multiparagraph passages in the areas of literature and literary nonfiction, the humanities, science, history and 
social studies, and on topics about work and career. 
For every passage or pair of passages you’ll see during the Reading Test, at least one question will ask you to identify 
which part of the text best supports the answer to the previous question. In other instances, you’ll be asked to find the 
best answer to a question by pulling together information conveyed in words and graphics. 
The Writing and Language Test also focuses on command of evidence. It asks you to do things like analyze a series of 
sentences or paragraphs and decide if it makes sense. Other questions ask you to interpret graphics and to edit a part of 
the accompanying passage so that it clearly and accurately communicates the information in the graphics. 
The SAT Essay also tests command of evidence. After reading a passage, you’ll be asked to determine how the author 
builds an argument to persuade an audience through the use of evidence, reasoning, and/or stylistic and persuasive de-
vices. Scorers look for cogent, clear analyses supported by critical reasoning and evidence drawn from the text provided. 
 
The redesigned SAT Essay asks you to read a passage and explain how an author builds an argument to persuade an au-
dience. This task closely mirrors college writing assignments because it is asking you to analyze how the author used 
evidence, reasoning, and stylistic and persuasive elements. 
The new Essay is designed to support high school students and teachers as they cultivate close reading, careful analysis, 
and clear writing. It will promote the practice of reading a wide variety of arguments and analyzing how authors do their 
work as writers. 
The essay prompt will be the same every time the new SAT is offered, but the source material students are asked to 
write about will be different each time. 
Not all students will take the SAT with Essay, but some school districts and colleges require it. The SAT is the only as-
sessment in the SAT Suite that includes the Essay. 
 
Essay Analyzing a Source 
The redesigned SAT Essay asks you to read a passage and explain how an author builds an argument to persuade an au-
dience. This task closely mirrors college writing assignments because it is asking you to analyze how the author used 
evidence, reasoning, and stylistic and persuasive elements. 
The new Essay is designed to support high school students and teachers as they cultivate close reading, careful analysis, 
and clear writing. It will promote the practice of reading a wide variety of arguments and analyzing how authors do their 
work as writers. 
The essay prompt will be the same every time the new SAT is offered, but the source material students are asked to 
write about will be different each time. 
Not all students will take the SAT with Essay, but some school districts and colleges require it. The SAT is the only as-
sessment in the SAT Suite that includes the Essay. 



 
 
Math that Matters Most 
The Math Test focuses in-depth on three essential areas of math: Problem Solving and Data Analysis, Heart of Algebra, 
and Passport to Advanced Math. 
Problem Solving and Data Analysis is about being quantitatively literate. It includes using ratios, percentages, and pro-
portional reasoning to solve problems in science, social science, and career contexts.  
The Heart of Algebra focuses on the mastery of linear equations and systems, which helps students develop key powers 
of abstraction.  
Passport to Advanced Math focuses on more complex equations and the manipulation they require. 
Current research shows that these areas are used disproportionately in a wide range of majors and careers. The rede-
signed SAT also includes questions on other topics in math, including the kinds of geometric and trigonometric skills 
that are most relevant to college and careers.   
Problems Grounded in Real-World Contexts 
Throughout the SAT, you’ll be asked questions grounded in the real world, directly related to work performed in college 
and career. 
The Evidence-Based Reading and Writing section includes questions on literature and literary nonfiction, but also fea-
tures charts, graphs, and passages like the ones students are likely to encounter in science, social science, and other ma-
jors and careers. 
Questions on the Writing and Language Test ask you to do more than correct errors; they ask you to edit, revise, and 

improve texts from the humanities, history, social science, science, and career contexts. 
The Math section features multistep applications to solve problems in science, social science, career scenarios, and other 
real-life situations. The test sets up a scenario and asks several questions that give you the opportunity to dig in and 
model it mathematically. 
Analysis in Science and in History/Social Studies 
The redesigned SAT asks you to apply your reading, writing, language, and math knowledge and skills to answer ques-
tions in science, history, and social studies contexts. In this way, the assessments call on the same sorts of knowledge 
and skills that you’ll use in college, at work, and throughout your life to make sense of recent discoveries, political de-
velopments, global events, and health and environmental issues. 
The redesigned SAT includes a range of challenging texts and informational graphics that address these sorts of issues 
and topics in the Evidence-Based Reading and Writing section and the Math section. Questions will require you to read 
and understand texts, revise texts to be consistent with data presented in graphics, synthesize information presented 
through texts and graphics, and solve problems that are grounded in science and social science. 
U.S. Founding Documents and the Great Global Conversation 
When you take the SAT, you’ll be asked to read a passage from U.S. founding documents or the global conversation 
they inspired. 
The U.S. founding documents, including the Declaration of Independence, the Bill of Rights, and the Federalist Papers, 
have been inspired by and have helped to inspire a conversation that continues to this day about the nature of civic life. 
Authors, speakers, and thinkers from the United States and around the world, including Edmund Burke, Mary Woll-
stonecraft, Nelson Mandela, and Mohandas Gandhi, have broadened and deepened the conversation around such vital 
matters as freedom, justice, and human dignity. 
The new SAT includes texts from this global conversation. The goal is to inspire a close reading of these rich, meaning-
ful, often profound texts, not only as a way to develop valuable college and career readiness skills but also as an oppor-
tunity to reflect on and deeply engage with issues and concerns central to informed citizenship.                                     
No Penalty for Guessing 
On the new SAT, you simply earn points for the questions you answer correctly. So go ahead and give your best answer 
to every question — there’s no advantage to leaving them blank. 
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CBHS Math Cup 
Save the date: March 30th 6-8 
Our annual Math Cup is coming up in March and we would love your help! Do you know a company or organi-
zation that would like to participate or sponsor a student team? Please contact Jen Tabb via email 
at jen@jentabbsellshomes.com or by cell at 229-1547. 
 
We are also seeking donations of lasagna, salad, desserts, drinks and paper goods as well as volunteers for the 
day of the event. Please click the link below to sign up! 
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/18-HdneNeEAAA5zECm7IrWSF4TyK8K-vB-r3bjE4_2so/edit#gid=0 
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Concussion Season is every Season 
By Becky Bell, RN, CBHS School Nurse 
 
“In the US, more than 100,000 young men and women suffer new sports-related concussions each year. Every school, 
every sport – in one way or the other – is affected by concussion.” Maine Concussion Management Initiative (MCMI), 
2015.  
School nurses are typically the entry point of care management in the school setting for a student who has suffered a 
concussion. Some students will show up on a Monday morning in the nurse’s office complaining of a bad headache. 
During the initial assessment is where the student shares how they hit their head playing a pick up sport on the weekend, 
or they fell longboarding but didn’t tell their parents.  In other words, it doesn’t need to be a school-related athletic 
activity or a dramatic event for the brain to be concussed.  
It is important when a concussion is suspected the student be evaluated by their physician/care provider as soon as 
possible. “Even the mildest trauma can have lasting effects, especially if it occurs during the formative high school 
years” (MCMI). If your student has bumped their head to the extent they ‘saw stars’, or felt ‘stunned for a few seconds’, 
they should be monitored for 24 hours symptoms of a concussion – or further head injury –  and taken to be evaluated. 
Concussion symptoms include: headache, with or without nausea, difficulty focusing on tasks or noticing their vision is 
not normal. 
If a concussion is diagnoses, the next most important step is for the student to be placed on physical and academic rest. 
This often means missing at least a week of school and being re-evaluated again before returning.  Rest should include 
refraining from all technological devices, sleeping when need be, and being sure to stay properly hydrated and eating 
small frequent meals to maintain glucose levels in the brain. Give only Tylenol for symptoms. No Advil/Motrin/
Ibuprofen/Aleeve products should be used.  
Some physician practices will fax the school nurse information and guidelines for the student’s academic plan. Others do 
not, so it is important to communicate to the school nurse as soon as a diagnosis is made. The nurse will notify the 
student’s Crew Advisor and all their teachers of the situation and scan them a copy of the Dr’s. office plan if there is one.  
If there isn’t one, she will work with parents and teachers to create a re-entry plan.  
The most important – and often difficult – factor to remember in concussion management is that concussions take time to 
recover from, sometimes longer than we’d like or expect. ‘Two steps forward, one step back’ is a good way to look at the 
process.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Please join us on Thursday night from 5:30-6:30 for a College Information Night. The event will be geared towards 9th-
11th parents and students. We will allow time for questions regarding the college process and be discussing Casco Bay's 
role in supporting students as they plan for post secondary education  



 
 
Multilingual and Multicultural Center 
English 
If you need help with translating this information into another language, please call the 
Multilingual and Multicultural Center at 874-8135. 

Acholi 
Ka imito kony me kwango ngec man i leb mukene, tim ber go cim i ofic pa Multilingual ki Multicultural 
Center i nama 874-8135. 

Arabic 
 أذا كنت بحاجة الى المساعدة في ترجمة ھذه المعلومات الى لغة أخري, يرجي ا�تصال بدائرة برامج اللغات والثقافات المتعددة
8135التربية على الرقم في  -874.  
Chinese 
如果你需要这个资讯翻译成中文请打电话到多元文化和多种语言办公室874-8135。 

French 
-Si vous avez besoins d’aide avec la traduction dans une autre langue, s’il vous plaît appelez le Centre 
Multilingue et Multiculturel au 874-8135. 

Khmer 
រ◌បសិនេ◌ប� េ◌ល � កអរ◌ត� វក� រជ◌ំន◌ួយ ◌ួយ បែក រ◌បដណំ ឹងេ◌នះេ◌ទ� ជ◌ា�ភ ◌ាស◌មូទ� ក់ទងម ទងម ជ◌ឈ 
មណ�លពហ ុហ ុភ◌ាស ◌ាស � /វប◌បធ ◌បធ ◌បធ ម◌៨៌៧៤-៨១៣៥ ។ 
Kinyarwanda 
-Nimwaba mukeneye ubasemurira mu rundi rurimi, tubasavye guhamagara ikigo 
C’Indimi n’Imico itandukanye kuri 874-8135. 

Español 
Si usted necesita ayuda traduciendo esta información a otro idioma, por favor llame el Centro Multilingüe y Multi-
cultural al 874-8135. 

Português 
Se você precisa de ajuda com a tradução desta informação para Português, por favor, ligue para o Centro Mul-
tilíngüe & Multicultural no telefone 874-8135. 

Somali 
Haddii aad u baahan tahay in lagaa caawiyo sidii warbixintaan laguugu tarjumi lahaa af kale, fadlan soo wac Xarun-
ta dhexe Luqadaha iyo Dhaqamada kala Duwan : 874-8135. 

Swahili 
-Ukihitaji msaada na kutafsiri katika lugha nyingine, tafadhali piga simu ofisi ya Mipango ya Lugha na 
Kitamaduni kwa 874-8135. 

Vietnamese 
Nếu quý vị cần giúp đỡ để dịch thông �n này sang ngôn ngữ khác, xin hãy gọi Trung Tâm 

Đa Ngôn Ngữ và Đa Văn Hóa theo điện thoại số 874-8135. 


